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A wide variety of approaches to quantify the dissimilarity
between two spike trains has been proposed. The Victor-
Purpura metric [1] evaluates the cost needed to transform
one spike train into the other using only certain elemen-
tary steps. Another metric proposed by van Rossum [2]
measures the Euclidean distance between the two spike
trains after convolution of the spikes with an exponential
function. These methods, like many others, involve one
parameter that sets the time-scale. In contrast, two more
recent approaches, the ISI- and the SPIKE-distance, are
parameter free and time-scale adaptive [3-5]. While the
ISI-distance relies on the relative length of interspike inter-
vals, the SPIKE-distance is sensitive to spike coincidences.
Both measures are easy to visualize in a time-resolved
manner and can be applied to more than two spike trains,
either as averages over pairwise distances or as truly multi-
variate measures [6].
The SPIKE-distance is calculated from instantaneous
values of spike train dissimilarity for which at each time
moment not only the last previous spike but also the
first following spike is taken into account. This non-
causal dependence on ‘future’ spiking does not allow for
a real-time calculation. Furthermore, the SPIKE-distance
is designed to be applied to sequences of discrete events
and does not foresee an application to continuous data
(such as the electroencephalogram, EEG).
Here we address both issues and present two exten-
sions of the SPIKE-distance. In the first extension the
original method is modified such that instantaneous
value of dissimilarity for two or more spike trains can
be calculated in real-time. In the second extension the
SPIKE-distance is transformed into a measure of dissim-
ilarity which can be applied to two or more channels of
continuous data. Both variants can also be combined
such that the instantaneous synchronization among
continuous time series is monitored in real-time.
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